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ABSTRACT

Code itself is abstract, which makes it often difficult to understand – sometimes even by the programmers that wrote it. When working with or thinking about code, programmers thus often resort to concrete values and execution traces to make the abstract more tangible. Such approaches like exploration scripts in a workspace or unit tests of a test suite are already very helpful, but still lack a convenient conceptual and technical integration into core development tools, leaving such examples and the code they refer to too far apart.

Example-based programming like Babylonian Programming aims at offering the benefits of concrete, live examples directly in program editors, interleaved with the code it supports, to shorten feedback loops and reduce the need for context switches coming with changing tools. However, Babylonian Programming and its tools currently focus on a local perspective on code exploration, but do not yet extend to messages sent outside a particular unit of code and with that do not yet directly support feedback on more dynamic properties of a running program / system.

We developed Probe Log, a Babylonian Programming tool that extends the benefits of example-based programming to scenarios that span across multiple procedures. It provides a linear view on the dynamics of evolving examples beyond a local perspective.
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1 INTRODUCTION

While code itself is abstract, developers often think about it in relation to concrete values. This can happen in several ways. A programmer may run a program and observe the concrete live state. A programmer could look at trace data shared by users or other developers. A programmer might look at an existing test base.

While there are many more ways in which developers may make use of more concrete data for abstract code, all ways aim to provide concrete feedback through example-like concepts. Accessing these examples often requires some sort of context switch such as switching to a browser and searching for a fitting tutorial. It might also require the additional mental mapping of concrete values to code if the example can only be found outside the programming environment. Babylonian Programming aims to provide dynamic concrete feedback as close to the source as possible. This mitigates having to switch tools or mapping values mentally. Programmers can add and inspect examples directly in the code editor itself.

However, current Babylonian Programming tools are focused on a local perspective of a small part of the system, on a micro-view. Yet many programs consist of an interplay of several procedures. Current tools would at least require several context switches and at worst keeping in mind all relevant parts of the system as part of a complex mental model to get feedback on the behavior of multi-procedure programs or systems.

To provide feedback on multi-procedure programs without additional cost such as context switches, we developed an extension for the Babylonian Programming system Babylonian/S. The extension lets developers navigate the control flow of a given example.
We will first introduce Babylonian Programming, a form of example-based programming, and the limit of its local-perspective tools in section 2. We then describe the tool we created to address this in section 3, how exactly it can be used in a concrete scenario in section 4, and how it is implemented in section 5. We briefly outline related work such as other example-based programming tools and other tools that address the limits of local-perspective tooling in section 6. The paper will end with a conclusion and possible future work in section 7.

2 BABYLONIAN PROGRAMMING

The Babylonian Programming system is an Example-based Live Programming (ELP) system that allows for instant and ubiquitous access to dynamic information. This dynamic feedback is provided through two core concepts: examples and example-based widgets. Examples provide all the information necessary to invoke the function or method, including the arguments and in the case of a method, a receiver. Further, programmers can designate for which program elements they would like to see dynamic information by adding widgets to expressions in code. If at least one example is available, these widgets can provide dynamic feedback based on the example. The most common type of widget is called a probe. A probe traces the values of the selected expression during the execution of an example and the corresponding UI widget displays the value directly within the editor. In combination, examples and probes allow for instant access to dynamic information, as examples make every function or method executable in the system and thereby remove the need for lengthy executions of the whole program to get dynamic information. Through probes, programmers can get ubiquitous feedback on dynamic information right within the code editor. By placing probes on any expression in the program, they can directly inspect and explore dynamic state at this point in the execution.

There are multiple implementations of Babylonian Programming. The first implementation of Babylonian Programming was written in JavaScript in the live programming environment Lively4 [9, 12]. This version first introduced the main concepts of Babylonian-style Programming including examples and widgets such as probes. Programmers could add examples and widgets through and as dedicated UI elements.

Another implementation was created as part of an example-based live programming plug-in for Visual Studio [11]. The plug-in was created for polyglot programming, which allows programmers to use and combine multiple programming languages. To support polyglot programming, core Babylonian features were implemented in a language-agnostic way. In contrast to other Babylonian Programming environments, examples and probes were added through code comments instead of actual UI-based widgets.

The tool described in this paper was implemented for another Babylonian Programming implementation, Babylonian/S.

2.1 Babylonian/S

Babylonian/S is Babylonian Programming system written in Squeak/Smalltalk [2, 4, 13]. Squeak/Smalltalk is a self-supporting live programming environment. Since it is written in a live programming environment, which aim to provide immediate feedback to enhance explorability and comprehensibility, Babylonian/S tools also provide live programming features [14, 15].

In Babylonian/S, examples are always defined for a given method. There are several types of examples, such as method examples or script examples. Method examples for instance require developers to provide concrete values for receiver and arguments that can be used to invoke the given method, while script examples require a script that invokes the given method directly or indirectly.

Programmers can attach probes and other widgets to expressions in the code. Probes can visualize the return value of the selected expression. Per default, the value is represented by text, but other visualizations such as images for visual objects is possible. Other widgets for instance include replacements, which let programmers replace an expression with a different expression or value, and assertions, which can assert certain properties of the expression. The probes and other widgets can offer a local perspective on a problem context as one code browser can only display the probes of single method and does not provide additional control flow information.

Examples are added through a UI element that is always present at the top of a method while probes and other dynamic widgets are added on demand by the programmer. A code browser with examples and probes can be seen in Figure 1.

2.2 Limits of a Local-Perspective

Babylonian/S provides developers with local insights into the program they are working on. This enhances the understanding of a single code location, such as a single expression. However, at the same time, understanding the overall program requires information about the control flow and thus about the relation between different code locations. To investigate this relation, programmers have to reconstruct the control flow from isolated observations at single locations. Further, even when using an Example-based Live Programming (ELP) environment, programmers have to switch between the different locations. Both these challenges go against the original goals of ELP environments, which are to improve program comprehensibility through immediate access to dynamic information.

The following scenario illustrates these challenges of the local perspective. A team of programmers wants to work on the text rendering infrastructure of the Squeak/Smalltalk system. Therefore, they want to understand how a text renderer handles a change in font in a rich text.

The text rendering infrastructure in Squeak/Smalltalk is based on Text objects which consist of a string and an array that contains styling information for each character in the string. The rendering itself is done by CharacterScanner classes, which process each character in a text and apply the styling information according to their rendering method. To understand how the change in font takes place, the programmers look at the CharacterScanner>>#setFont method, which is called whenever a change in font occurs, which can be seen in Listing 1.

To get a first impression of how the font changes take place, the programmers use a script example to trigger the rendering of a text that uses two fonts, which can be seen in Listing 2, and put a probe on the first read of the font instance variable in CharacterScanner>>#setFont, which is illustrated in Figure 2. The probe shows six recorded objects, the nil object followed by a font object, followed...
Figure 1: A screenshot of Babylonian/S. Examples are defined at the top of the method while probes are added in the code to visualize it.

Figure 2: Sketch of a situation in which the local perspective provided by probes does not suffice for programmers to understand the observations. The six objects in the probe are surprising, as the used example only implies two executions of the method.

by two repetitions of the same pattern. The programmers are surprised, as they assumed that there should only be two executions of the CharacterScanner>>setFont method corresponding to the two different fonts in the rendered text. As the font instance variable is likely uninitialized at first, it is understandable that the nil object is observed followed by a font object. However, it is unclear to the programmers why there are two subsequent repetitions of this pattern, starting with the second time the nil object was recorded.
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In order to provide easier access to multi-procedure dynamic
feedback, the Probe Log can show a linear list of recorded objects
directly in code browser itself, see Figure 3. It only uses information
that can be gained directly from a given example’s probes and
displays this information in order. Since we get all information that
probes have access to, the Probe Log does not only display text.
The Probe Log retains all reflection features of the probes such as
inspecting the contained values. It also contains links to the code
its values originate from. Also, just as the examples and probes are
updated live when the system changes occur, the Probe Log also
reflects the live updates of its example.

Lanes. The Probe Log can display the information of multiple
examples. Each examples is visualized in its own lane. A lane con-
tains a list of all probes and their values of a given example trace.
To enhance readability, all values are displayed with the probed
expression, or if provided a label, of the probe they originate from.
Since large examples may contain several probes and traced values,
probes can be hidden if needed.

Log Lines. In order to provide more context on the execution
of a given probe, the Probe Log contains Probe Log Lines in each
example lane. Probe Log Lines are a flame graph that visualize the
execution context of a given probe. There is one vertical bar, or log
line, for each context in the stack. The bars are ordered from left
to right, the innermost context being on the right. While this is not
a complete debugging stack, it provides a general idea of when and
why a probe received values. Also, as programmers may mostly
be interested in methods containing probes, the context bars of
methods that contain a probe are highlighted with a color specific to
each probe. Besides examining the visualization, programmers can
also use the flame graph to get detailed information and navigate
the code. Programmers can explore the flame graph by hovering
over context bars, which are then highlighted to show the lifetime
of the context and shows the name of the method executed in this
context. Programmers can also click on the context bars to
open the method in the code editor. Finally, each line includes a
pause button that when clicked opens a step-wise debugger on the
example execution at the time of the recording of that object.

4 USING PROBE LOG
Probe Log may be used to determine why the probe in the method
CharacterScanner>>setFont(2.2) recorded so many objects. First,
one may want to roughly determine when during the text rendering
in DisplayScanner these objects were recorded, and thus place a
probe at the beginning of DisplayScanner>>displayLine: offset :
leftInRun:, which can be assumed to be the first text rendering
method executed.

We then open the Probe Log to understand why CharacterScanner
>>setFont is executed so often, see Figure 4. The Probe Log shows
all recorded objects in probes in chronological order. To orient
themselves, programmers may look for the probe that was placed
in the top-level text-rendering method by looking at the labels at
the top of each line in the Probe Log. To their surprise, they find
the first line of the probe not at the top of the Probe Log, but in the
middle.

By looking at the stack visualization on the left, they realize that
only the last two objects were recorded as a result of the text ren-
dering method. The visualization shows this, as the red vertical line
represents the top-level text rendering method, which is highlighted
because of the probe in this method. The stack visualization of the
first group of two objects does not include the vertical red line and
thus was recorded in executions of CharacterScanner>>setFont
that were initiated by some other behavior.

In order to determine the behavior that initiated the suspect
CharacterScanner>>setFont executions, they investigate the first
recorded value in the Probe Log. They start hovering with their
mouse cursor over the area of the stack visualization in the first
line. They do so from right to left to follow the sender chain. In one
of the first stack frames, they find a method execution on a different
scanner subclass, named CompositionScanner. They click on the
stack frame of the method CompositionScanner>>composeFrom:
inRectangle: to open it in the browser and continue investigating
its purpose.

5 PROBE LOG IMPLEMENTATION
The Probe Log is shown directly within the code browser as a new
side panel. All visual elements are based on the Morphic UI system
of Squeak/Smalltalk. Multiple examples can be added to the Probe
Figure 3: A screenshot of the Probe Log as part of a code browser in Babylonian/S. The right panel contains the Probe Log while the panels on the left contain the other code browser elements such as a code editor for a selected method.

Figure 4: A screenshot of the Probe Log implemented in Babylonian/S. The mouse cursor hovers over a stack frame of the third group of recordings of font objects.
Log, each displayed in its own lane. The example information in a lane is then visualized vertically on the Probe Log lines. The Probe Log builds on the example infrastructure already present in Babylonian/S. Examples in Babylonian/S collect trace data when executed [13]. This trace data is visualized by the Probe Log.

The Probe Log requires the following information to support its features: the recorded object, the recording probe, the stack at the time of the recording, and a timestamp for the time of recording within the timeframe of the example execution. The basic Babylonian/S tracing infrastructure already provides the recorded object and the recording probe. It also provides a basic form of the stack at the time of the recording in the form of an array of the identity hashes of the active stack frames. This however is not sufficient for showing the flame graph and we extended the trace information with the method selector and the class containing the executed method. Further, the Probe Log requires a timestamp to sort the recorded objects within the lanes. Therefore, we added a timestamp for the time of recording in the form of a simple sequence number that is incremented on every recording.

To support the pausing of example executions at the time of a recording, we also make use of the timestamp. Therefore, we extended the basic tracing infrastructure with a tracing mode in which the example execution is suspended as soon as a specified sequence number is generated. Now, when programmers click the pause button, we pass the sequence number belonging to that log line to the tracing infrastructure and start another example execution. This implementation assumes that the example executions are deterministic, at least in the number and ordering of probe recordings.

6 RELATED WORK

There are several tools and techniques that aim to address the limits of a local perspective similar to the Probe Log.

The first example-based programming environment was Example-centric Programming [1]. The example-centric programming environment features a panel next to a code editor that displays concrete values for code based on examples. The new panel shows a trace-like view of the example by showing the system code with concrete values provided by the example execution. This shares similarities with Probe Log, as it also provides an ordered view of the overall system with concrete values. Interestingly, the example-centric programming environment does not include a dedicated mechanism that represents a local perspective but covers fine-grained feedback through the trace panel.

Two environments support combinations of local and cross-cutting perspectives: Shiranui [3] and Seymour [6]. Both include a basic overall trace view by highlighting the statements that have actually been executed during the execution of an example. In addition, Shiranui allows programmers to select individual intermediate run-time states and see the dynamic slice for that value [3]. Seymour also offers a more advanced view in the form of an icicle plot [5] visualizing the stack over time. Programmers can also use the icicle plot to focus the local perspective on specific stack frames. According to the accounts of applying Seymour to student programs, the icicle plot works well for smaller programs, but does not scale to larger programs, as it is missing relevant information such as the names of called procedures [6].

In its basic structure, the Probe Log is also similar to the trace of outputs in YinYang [10]. This trace of outputs displays the results of manually placed print-statements and allows programmers to navigate the code using them.

The Omnicode environment takes a very different approach to display overall program behavior [5]. Instead of visualizing the control flow, Omnicode visualizes changes to the complete run-time state throughout the whole program execution. As this only works for small programs, Omnicode is primarily designed for beginner programs. A similar perspective is part of DejaVu [7] for interactive camera-based programs, but it requires users to explicitly choose which states should be displayed over time.

7 CONCLUSION

Probe Log provides a dynamic view of probes across several procedures directly in the code editor itself. This allows programmers to use Babylonian Programming for problems that go beyond a local perspective. We have demonstrated this with the walkthrough of a specific scenario.

Future Work. While the Probe Log sets recorded objects into their chronological context, it is still an incomplete view of the interactions during an example execution. To allow programmers to investigate and explore overall system behavior, another cross-cutting perspective for Babylonian Programming systems could be used such as full call trace views.

Probes share similarities with printf-debugging. Insights gained from Babylonian Programming and probes could be applied to printf-debugging and vice versa.

While there are descriptions of scenarios and walkthroughs for Babylonian Programming and its tools, further user studies could be conducted. The studies could be focused on how to further enhance Babylonian Programming tools, on discovering use cases and domains in which they are especially helpful, and how programmers use them.
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